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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. WHISPERING WOODS - NORTH SIDE - DAY

EXTREME WIDE HIGH ANGLE ON THE WHISPERING WOODS 

The tops of the trees are of different colors and mountains 
are on the horizon. 

PAN to the top right of the screen. 

ZOOM IN ON TREE TOPS 

PAN DOWN TREE TRUNKS

WIDE ANGLE ON TREES

The tall trees have purple vines that hang from the branches. 
There are strange flowers throughout. 

A group of fireflies fly across the screen. 

PAN TO FOREST FLOOR FROM RIGHT TO LEFT

Tree roots stick out of the ground and there are magenta 
fungi on the trees and a few rocks scatter the forest floor. 

Birds SING. 

ANGLE FEATURING CATRA, SCORPIA, and ENTRAPTA.

CATRA, SCORPIA, and ENTRAPTA walk and talk. 

SCORPIA
Super Pal Trio on patrol in the 
Whispering Woods. 

Catra groans and runs her hands through her hair as Scorpia 
looks around. 

Next to them, Entrapta looks at the rectangular tracker she 
holds with her hands. 

CLOSE UP ON SCORPIA 

SCORPIA (CONT’D)
It’s so pretty. This is so much 
better than the simulations. 

ANGLE FEATURING CATRA 



Catra rolls her eyes. 

CATRA
You don’t get out often, do you? 

ZOOM TO SCORPIA AND CATRA

SCORPIA
Come on, Catra, you know it’s true. 
Look at all these pretty flowers. 

Scorpia uses her claw to cut a flower and smells it. Catra 
shakes her head as three colorful birds fly past them.

ANGLE FEATURING ENTRAPTA

Entrapta now holds her tracker with her hair and grins. Her 
hair also holds a recorder and moves a purple vine out of her 
way. 

ZOOM IN ON TRACKER 

The screen looks like a maze. 

It BEEPS and has a star towards the bottom of the screen and 
a flashing purple light at the top, which shows their 
location. 

ENTRAPTA (V.O.)
I think we’re getting close. The 
First One’s tech is in this area. 
Isn’t this exciting? 

ANGLE ON CATRA

Catra smirks as she looks at her surroundings and shoos some 
fireflies away. 

CATRA
We need that tech to get a jump on 
Adora and her friends. 

WIDE ANGLE FEATURING CATRA, ENTRAPTA, AND SCORPIA 

SCORPIA
You could please Lord Hordak too. 

Catra smiles.

CATRA
Do you think that you can use it to 
make some new weapons, Entrapta?

Entrapta nods. 
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ZOOM ON ENTRAPTA, SCORPIA, AND CATRA 

ENTRAPTA
Probably, I just want to run 
another experiment with this tech 
though. It’s so exciting. 

Catra sighs. Scorpia smiles at Entrapta. 

SCORPIA
That would be amazing. You know how 
much Lord Hordak loves your 
weapons. 

ZOOM IN ON ENTRAPTA

Entrapta holds the recorder to her mouth. Her hair pushes the 
button. 

ENTRAPTA
First One’s Tech Experiment Take 
Three-Three Zero. We’re currently 
in the Whispering Woods...

CUT TO: 

EXT. WHISPERING WOODS - SOUTH SIDE - DAY 

EXTREME WIDE ANGLE ON THE WHISPERING WOODS

The tops of the trees of different colors go on to the 
horizon. 

PAN to the bottom left side of the screen. 

ZOOM IN ON TREE TOPS 

PAN DOWN TREE TRUNKS

CLOSE UP on ADORA, GLIMMER, and BOW. 

They stroll through the forest and discuss their plans.  

BOW
Best Friend Squad on a mission to 
retrieve First One’s Tech. 

ANGLE ON ADORA

ADORA
Yeah, we need it to stop the Hoard. 

WIDE ON TRIO 
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Bow looks at his tracker as Adora and Glimmer look around for 
any threats. 

ZOOM IN TRACKER

It’s a bit bigger than Entrapta’s since it’s one of her older 
models. 

The screen looks like a maze.

It BEEPS and has a star in the middle and a flashing red 
light towards the bottom of the screen, which shows their 
location. 

ANGLE ON BOW 

BOW
The signal is stronger. We’re 
getting closer. 

WIDER ON TRIO 

Bow shows the girls the tracker. Adora sighs. Glimmer shrugs. 

ADORA
Light Hope says that I need this 
tech for my training.

ZOOM IN ON ADORA

She scratches her head. 

ADORA (CONT’D)
She mentioned something about 
learning to walk in She Ra’s shoes 
or whatever that means. 

INT. CRYSTAL CASTLE - DAY - FLASHBACK 

WIDE SHOT OF CONTROL ROOM 

Colorful crystals and First One’s symbols line the walls. 

She Ra stands in front of LIGHT HOPE and transforms back into 
Adora.

ANGLE ON LIGHT HOPE

LIGHT HOPE 
You are getting better. 

ANGLE ON ADORA
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She wipes sweat off of her forehead. 

ADORA
Catra’s simulation is getting 
harder to beat. Why does she have 
to be so frustrating? 

ZOOM ON LIGHT HOPE 

LIGHT HOPE
You understand that my simulations 
are close reality. Catra will 
behave this way based on the data I 
have on her. 

ANGLE ON LIGHT HOPE AND ADORA

ADORA
Yes, that’s how she is, but it 
doesn’t make it any less 
frustrating. 

ZOOM ON LIGHT HOPE 

Light Hope stares at her.

LIGHT HOPE
You have come far, but you are not 
there yet. 

ANGLE ON ADORA AND LIGHT HOPE

ADORA
What do you mean?

ZOOM ON LIGHT HOPE 

LIGHT HOPE
Physically, you are almost there, 
but you must learn to walk a mile 
in someone else’s shoes. 

END OF FLASHBACK

EXT. WHISPERING WOODS - SOUTH SIDE - DAY

ANGLE ON BOW 

Bow grins. 

BOW
What if she means to look at things 
from a different perspective? 
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ANGLE ON ADORA AND GLIMMER 

They stare at each other and laugh. 

ADORA
That sounded really cheesy, Bow. I 
don’t think we need First One’s 
Tech for that. 

GLIMMER
Yeah, my mom used to tell me that 
all the time and she didn’t give me 
any tech. 

ANGLE ON BOW

Bow shrugs. 

BOW
It was the best I could think of. 
And maybe you’re misunderstanding 
Light Hope.

ANGLE ON ADORA AND GLIMMER 

They look at each other. 

GLIMMER
Nope.

ADORA
Nope.

ANGLE ON TRIO

Adora and Glimmer laugh at the same time. Bow shakes his head 
and groans. 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER

Glimmer looks up. 

ZOOM IN ON THE TREE TOPS WITH THE SUN POURING THROUGH

ANGLE ON GLIMMER

GLIMMER
We need to hurry up, guys. The 
other princesses are counting on 
us. 

Fireflies fly by Glimmer. 

GLIMMER (CONT’D)
We must bring this tech to the 
meeting my mom is holding in 
Brightmoon as well.
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ANGLE ON BOW 

Bow looks up from his tracker. 

BOW 
Hopefully, we can find a way to 
defeat the Hoard with it. 

ANGLE ON ADORA

Adora takes out her sword and lifts it up. 

ADORA
For the honor of Greyskull.

ZOOM IN ON SHE RA’S FACE

Her hair flies back as She Ra’s crown and outfit appear. 

ANGLE ON SHE RA TO HER WAIST

She punches one hand with the other as the gauntlets appear 
on her arms. 

CUT TO: FULL BODY OF BOW

He watches as flashes of light reflect off of him and the 
trees around him. 

Bow claps. 

BOW
This never gets old. 

FULL BODY ZOOM OUT ON SHE RA 

She raises her sword as her cape forms and light shines from 
the sword. 

ANGLE ON TRIO 

Bow walks a couple of steps and points to the right as the 
girls follow him. 

BOW (CONT’D)
It’s this way. 

MONTAGE - THE TEAMS LOOK FOR THE TECH 

ANGLE ON SHE RA

She Ra lifts a large rock and looks under it. She sees 
nothing and puts it down. She walks a couple of steps and 
goes to pick up another rock. 
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CUT TO: SUPER PAL TRIO

FULL BODY ANGLE ON TRIO

Catra, Scorpia, and Entrapta walk through the woods. A group 
of butterflies fly over their heads. Catra jumps and swats at 
them, but misses.

CUT BACK TO: BEST FRIENDS SQUAD 

WIDE ANGLE ON GLIMMER

Glimmer teleports as she fades into a blast of glitter from 
the forest floor and reappears on a tree branch. She holds on 
to another branch and puts her other hand to her forehead and 
looks for the tech. 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER AND SHE RA 

Glimmer teleports as she fades again with a flash of glitter 
from the branch and reappears next to a rock on the forest 
floor. She Ra walks up to her and lifts the rock for her as 
they look under together. They see nothing and She Ra puts 
the rock back.

CUT BACK TO: SUPER PAL TRIO 

WIDE ANGLE ON SCORPIA AND ENTRAPTA

Scorpia looks at the trees and trips over Entrapta’s hair. 
She falls into a bed of flowers.

ZOOM IN ON SCORPIA

Scorpia is on the forest floor under a pile of leaves. Her 
tail and legs stick out of the pile. She sits up and leaves 
and petals fly everywhere as she spits them out. 

ANGLE ON CATRA

She shakes her head. 

CUT BACK TO: BEST FRIEND SQUAD

ZOOM IN ON BOW 

Bow stares at his tracker as it BEEPS louder. He walks 
towards the source. 

CUT BACK TO: SUPER PAL TRIO 

ZOOM IN ON ENTRAPTA
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Entrapta holds her tracker with her hair and looks at it. It 
BEEPS too. She walks forward.

ZOOM IN ON ENTRAPTA’S TRACKER

A purple light flashes from the top as Entrapta’s location 
signal moves closer to the star in the middle of the screen. 

ZOOM IN ON BOW’S TRACKER 

A red light flashes from the bottom as Bow’s location signal 
moves closer to the star in the middle of the screen.

WIDE SHOT OF BOW AND ENTRAPTA 

The trackers’ signals go off with a loud BEEP at the same 
time as Bow and Entrapta crash into each other and fall down. 

END OF MONTAGE 

EXT. WHISPERING WOODS - DAY 

WIDE SHOT OF THE TEAMS 

Bow and Entrapta lay on the floor as Entrapta’s hair flies 
around them. 

She Ra glares at Catra while Glimmer glares at Scorpia. 

ZOOM IN ON SHE RA

She Ra turns back into Adora with a flash of light. 

WIDE SHOT OF ADORA AND CATRA

Catra smirks and walks around her. She looks at her up and 
down. 

She puts her hand on her shoulder and pushes her hair back. 

CATRA
Hey, Adora. Fancy meeting you here. 

Adora glares at her and swats her hand away. 

ADORA
What are you doing here? 

ANGLE ON BOW AND ENTRAPTA 

Bow comes out from under a bunch of hair and hugs Entrapta, 
still on the floor. 
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BOW 
It’s so good to see you again, 
Entrapta. 

Entrapta smiles and hugs him back. 

ENTRAPTA
Nice to see you too, Bow. 

ANGLE ON BOW 

He looks at her tracker. 

BOW
That’s so cool. Is that a new 
model? 

WIDE SHOT ON ENTRAPTA

Entrapta nods and smiles as her hair returns to normal. 

ENTRAPTA
Yes, I just finished making this. I 
can make you one too. 

ANGLE ON BOW

He smiles and nods at her. 

BOW
That would be awesome. 

ZOOM OUT ON SCORPIA, CATRA, AND ADORA 

Scorpia shrugs as Catra smirks and Adora glares at her.  

ANGLE ON GLIMMER 

She taps her foot and puts her hands on her hips. She looks 
down at Bow and Entrapta again and shakes her head. 

GLIMMER
We don’t have time for games. What 
exactly are you guys doing here? 

WIDE ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA AND CATRA

ENTRAPTA
We’re looking for First One’s Tech. 

Catra glares at her. 

CATRA
Way to give it away. 
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ZOOM IN ON CATRA 

Catra rolls her eyes. 

CATRA (CONT’D)
We’re allowed to be here. The 
Whispering Woods is not reserved 
only for princesses. 

ANGLE ON BOW 

BOW
Funny, we are looking for First 
One’s Tech too. What a coincidence. 

ZOOM IN ON GLIMMER 

Glimmer glares at him. 

GLIMMER
You didn’t have to say that, Bow. 

WIDE SHOT OF BOW AND ENTRAPTA 

Bow helps Entrapta up. Entrapta’s hair holds the recorder and 
the tracker. 

BOW
Glimmer’s right, but...

ANGLE ON ADORA

Adora points to a shiny object nearby. 

ADORA
Over there. I think we’ve found the 
First One’s Tech. 

TEAMS’ POV:

ZOOM IN on a circular disk of First One’s Tech that glows 
inside of a series of tree roots next to them. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

They notice the disk. 

CATRA
I won’t let you beat me this time, 
Adora. It’s ours. 

Adora glares at her. 
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ADORA
Not if we beat you and your friends 
first. 

Bow looks at Entrapta. Scorpia pushes Glimmer out of the way. 

They all dive for it at the same time. 

CUT TO CLOSE UP OF DISK 

As they reach for it, there is a flash of light and BOOM. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS

They all fly back and land on the forest floor with a hard 
THUD. 

Catra is next to Adora. Glimmer is next to Bow. Scorpia is 
tangled in Entrapta’s hair. 

WIDE ANGLE ON CATRA AND ADORA 

Catra gets up and rubs her tail. 

CATRA
This is your fault. 

She covers her mouth and her eyes widen since she has Adora’s 
voice. 

ADORA
Says you. 

She gasps since she has Catra’s voice. 

EXTREME CLOSE UP ON SCORPIA’S FACE 

Scorpia looks up. 

SCORPIA
Why isn’t it untangling? 

CLOSE UP OF SCORPIA’S HEAD

All of her short  hair wiggles. 

WIDE ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA AND SCORPIA 

They get up. 

Scorpia in Entrapta’s body tries to untangle her hair, but 
they are stuck together still. 
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ENTRAPTA
I’m trying, but nothing’s working. 

WIDE ANGLE ON GLIMMER, ENTRAPTA, AND SCORPIA 

Bow in Glimmer’s body gets up and goes up to them. 

GLIMMER 
I’ve got this. 

She starts to untangle them. 

ZOOM IN ON BOW 

Glimmer in Bow’s body gets up and looks at the situation.

He gasps. 

BOW 
We just switched bodies. Oh no, 
this is so bad. My mom’s going to 
kill us. 

NOTE: For the next sections, to clarify for dialogue and 
plot, body/voice will depict whose body we see and whose 
voice we hear.

WIDE ANGLE ON CATRA AND ADORA 

Catra paces back and forth. 

CATRA/ADORA
What are we going to do now? 

Adora rolls her eyes as she leans next to a tree and looks at 
her now short nails. 

ADORA/CATRA
You haven’t figured that out yet, 
Miss Perfect? 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA, GLIMMER, AND SCORPIA 

Entrapta and Scorpia finally get out of Entrapta’s hair with 
Glimmer’s help. 

Scorpia jumps up and down. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
This experiment is going to be so 
cool. 

CLOSE UP ON SCORPIA’S CLAWS 
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She snaps her claws and examines them. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Wow, this is interesting. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA

She stares at her tail. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA (CONT’D)
I wish I could study how you even 
work this thing. Does it secrete 
poison too?

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA 

Entrapta shrugs. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA
To be honest, I only use it to 
knock people out or to fight. I 
never really tried to use lethal 
poison on anyone yet. 

Entrapta trips over her hair and falls. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA (CONT’D)
Ouch. How do you even control this 
thing? 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Bow/Glimmer finishes untangling Entrapta/Scorpia, who is 
still on the floor. Catra/Adora still paces. Adora/Catra 
still leans on the tree. 

GLIMMER/BOW
We should go to Entrapta’s castle 
since she may have something to fix 
this in her lab. 

Scorpia/Entrapta grins and nods. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
I probably do. 

ANGLE ON BOW AND ENTRAPTA

Bow/Glimmer helps Entrapta/Scorpia up. 

BOW/GLIMMER
That’s a great idea. Lead the way, 
Entrapta. 
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WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Adora/Catra sighs. 

ADORA/CATRA
Finally, I was getting so bored for 
a second there. The sooner we get 
out of this stupid forest, the 
better. 

Catra/Adora glares at her. 

CATRA/ADORA
If we’re going to have to fix this, 
we need to do this together as a 
team.

Adora/Catra rolls her eyes and moves from the tree.

ADORA/CATRA
Whatever, princess. 

She joins Bow/Glimmer, Glimmer/Bow, and Entrapta/Scorpia, who 
line up to follow Scorpia/Entrapta. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
It’s this way...

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. ROAD TO ENTRAPTA’S CASTLE - DAY 

WIDE ANGLE OVER MOUNTAINS 

PAN DOWN FROM MOUNTAIN TOPS TO ROAD 

ANGLE ON TEAMS

The group walks out of the forest led by Scorpia/Entrapta 
into a road between two mountain ranges. Catra/Adora is 
behind her. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow walk together followed by 
Entrapta/Scorpia. 

Adora/Catra walks last with a leisurely stroll. 

The mountains are bare and purple. 

They walk for a couple of steps.

ANGLE ON GLIMMER/BOW 

Glimmer/Bow sneezes and teleports with a burst of glitter. 
She disappears from the road and appears on a rock formation 
a few feet away. 

GLIMMER/BOW
What did I just do? 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER/BOW AND BOW/GLIMMER 

BOW/GLIMMER
You teleported, of course.

Glimmer/Bow sneezes again and disappears with a flash of 
glitter. She teleports from the rock formation and reappears 
near Bow/Glimmer. 

Bow/Glimmer tries to teleport by closing her eyes tight, but 
fails. 

BOW/GLIMMER (CONT’D)
I don’t know why I can’t do it, but 
be careful, Bow. You don’t know how 
to control it. 

Bow/Glimmer pulls out a tissue from his quiver, which he 
hands to Glimmer/Bow.
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CLOSE UP ON GLIMMER/BOW 

Glimmer/Bow nods. 

GLIMMER/BOW
Thanks. 

She blows her nose with the tissue. 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA AND SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA 

Entrapta/Scorpia trips over her hair, but gains her balance 
and doesn’t fall. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA
Why isn’t this working? It always 
works for you. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
You need to concentrate and it’ll 
do what you want it to do. Like 
this. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA’S POV:

ZOOM ON SCORPIA’S HEAD

Scorpia’s short hair moves. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA’S POV: 

ZOOM ON ENTRAPTA’S HEAD

Entrapta’s hair does nothing. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS

Entrapta/Scorpia picks up her hair. Scorpia/Entrapta paces 
back and forth.  

Adora/Catra grabs the sword while Catra/Adora watches her. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow stand nearby. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA
It’s not doing anything. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA 

Adora/Catra takes out the sword. 

ADORA/CATRA
You want me to cut it? 
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Catra/Adora glares at her. 

CATRA/ADORA
Put my sword back. 

ANGLE ON TEAMS

Scorpia/Entrapta gasps. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
Not my hair. 

Entrapta/Scorpia nods. 

Adora/Catra walks towards Entrapta/Scorpia with the sword up. 
Glimmer/Bow stands in her way. Bow/Glimmer walks towards 
Entrapta/Scorpia. 

ANGLE ON BOW/GLIMMER AND ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA

Bow/Glimmer sits Entrapta/Scorpia down. 

BOW/GLIMMER
I’ll help. Sit here. 

CLOSE UP ON BOW/GLIMMER’S HANDS 

He braids Entrapta/Scorpia’s hair. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS

While Bow/Glimmer works on Entrapta/Scorpia’s hair, the team 
takes a break. 

Scorpia/Entrapta plays with her tail. 

Glimmer/Bow blows his nose again. 

Catra/Adora sits down next to Entrapta/Scorpia who is looking 
at her new braid. 

Adora/Catra leans on the side of the mountain and holds onto 
the sword. 

Bow/Glimmer looks at the braid and smiles. 

BOW/GLIMMER (CONT’D)
That’ll do. 

ZOOM ON ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA 

Entrapta/Scorpia now has a long braid. 
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ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA
Thanks. This is much better. 

Bow/Glimmer smiles. 

BOW/GLIMMER
No problem, it looks good on you.

CLOSE UP TO WAIST ON ADORA/CATRA 

Adora/Catra looks at the sword and smirks. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA

Catra/Adora glares at her. 

CATRA/ADORA
I know that look. You’re planning 
something. 

Adora/Catra looks at her. 

ADORA/CATRA
I just think it’s a cool sword. 
Don’t blame me for your paranoia. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Entrapta/Scorpia blushes at Bow/Glimmer. 

Glimmer/Bow notices this and glares at them.

Catra/Adora stands and stretches. 

Glimmer/Bow taps on Entrapta/Scorpia’s shoulder to get her 
attention.

GLIMMER/BOW
Ready, Entrapta? 

Scorpia/Entrapta nods. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
Yes, let’s continue. We’re close. 

The team continues on their walk 

WIDE SHOT OF ENTRAPTA’S CASTLE

They arrive at a dark purple castle with large towers on the 
side of the mountains. Green Hoard banners hang from the 
towers and in different places in the courtyard. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA
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Catra/Adora winces when she looks at the banners.

QUICK FLASHES - ADORA’S MEMORIES OF ENTRAPTA 

--Adora watches Glimmer, Entrapta, and Bow laugh. 

--Adora turns as Glimmer asks her to rejoin the Rebellion. 

--Adora sees Entrapta with Catra on the balcony of Frosta’s 
castle

BACK TO SCENE 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA 

She shakes her head. 

CATRA/ADORA 
I still can’t believe that she’s 
with them....

CLOSE UP ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA 

Scorpia/Entrapta smiles

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
Did you say something? 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA

She shakes her head. 

WIDE ANGLE ON GROUP 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA (CONT’D)
Here it is. Welcome to my home, 
everyone. 

INT. ENTRAPTA’S CASTLE - LAB - DAY 

WIDE ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA’S LAB

Robot prototypes line one wall while the others have several 
computer screens controlled from a central panel at the 
center of the room. 

There is also a table with First One’s Tech, a magnifying 
glass, and other tools on it. 

CLOSE UP ON LAB DOOR

The door to the lab opens and some robots roll in. 
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ZOOM IN ON ROBOTS

Entrapta’s robots bring platters to the lab. 

One opens a platter to reveal tiny food and drinks for the 
group. 

CLOSE UP ON ROBOT AND SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

Another robot opens a platter and presents it to 
Scorpia/Entrapta. It has a tiny cupcake and a drink with a 
straw on it. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
Oh, tiny food. It’s so good to be 
home. 

ZOOM IN ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA’S HAIR

It moves and tries to reach the platter, but can’t. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

She tries to pick up the cupcake, but drops it because of her 
claws. 

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA (CONT’D)
Aw, that’s not fun. How do you even 
use these claws anyways?

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Adora/Catra grabs a drink from the platter held by the first 
robot. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow grab some tiny food from another 
and sit down to eat. 

Catra/Adora walks around and chews on a cupcake. 

Entrapta/Scorpia looks at the platter the robot holds in 
front of her.

Scorpia/Entrapta struggles to grab the tiny food. 

CLOSE UP ON CATRA/ADORA AND SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

Catra/Adora grabs a cupcake from the platter and feeds it to 
Scorpia/Entrapta. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS
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Scorpia/Entrapta has a robot feed her as she looks at a 
computer screen. 

Catra/Adora paces around the lab and sips on a drink. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow finish their food. 

Adora/Catra looks under different equipment and piles of 
papers. 

Entrapta/Scorpia eats and gets frosting on her face.

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA

Adora/Catra pulls Entrapta/Scorpia aside. 

ADORA/CATRA
Wipe your face, I’ll be right back. 
Keep them busy. 

Entrapta/Scorpia licks the frosting off. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA
What are you going to do? 

Adora/Catra whispers in her ear. 

ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA (CONT’D)
Now, I get it. 

WIDE ANGLE FROM TOP ON TEAMS

Scorpia/Entrapta works at a computer. Catra/Adora stands 
close to her and watches. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow sit at the table. 

Adora/Catra walks behind a robot prototype. 

Entrapta/Scorpia undoes her hair and shakes her head. The 
hair tangles into everyone, including the robots. 

FULL BODY ON ADORA/CATRA

Adora/Catra looks at the mess, smirks, and sneaks from behind 
the robot and out of the room. 

ZOOM IN ON CATRA/ADORA 

From the mess of hair, Catra/Adora looks around. 

CATRA/ADORA
Where’s Catra? I mean, me. 
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WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

The remaining team members are tangled in Entrapta’s hair. 
Entrapta/Scorpia moves her head, which makes the hair tangle 
more. 

Bow/Glimmer’s legs can be seen next to the table. 

A robot crashes into Glimmer/Bow.

Scorpia/Entrapta’s tail peaks from the hair next to the 
console. 

Catra/Adora pulls on the hair. 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER/BOW 

GLIMMER/BOW
Ouch. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA

Catra/Adora untangles pieces of hair from around her legs 
with Catra’s claws. 

CATRA/ADORA
These are actually useful. 

ZOOM OUT ON LAB FEATURE ENTRAPTA/SCORPIA, BOW/GLIMMER, AND 
GLIMMER/BOW

Entrapta/Scorpia’s hair still moves around. 

The robot is still next to Glimmer/Bow, who tries to untangle 
it. 

Bow/Glimmer’s head pops out from a bunch of hair. 

ZOOM IN ON BOW/GLIMMER 

Bow/Glimmer shrugs. 

BOW/GLIMMER
I have no idea. Maybe she’s under 
all this hair. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Scorpia/Entrapta, Glimmer/Bow, and Bow/Glimmer look around 
and shake their heads. 

Entrapta/Scorpia shakes her head again. Catra/Adora frees 
herself and runs to the door. 
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INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - HALLWAY - DAY 

WIDE ANGLE ON HALLWAY

The purple hallway has different pictures and Horde banners 
on the walls and arches that lead to different rooms. 

CLOSE UP ON DOOR

It opens and Catra/Adora enters the hallway to look for 
Adora/Catra. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA 

She goes through an archway to find her, but comes back 
alone. 

ZOOM OUT ON HALLWAY

Catra/Adora runs into another archway with the same result. 

CLOSE UP ON CATRA/ADORA 

She hears a sound and runs down the hall to it. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA AND ADORA/CATRA 

Catra/Adora sees Adora/Catra with the sword further down the 
hallway. 

CATRA/ADORA
Stop. Put my sword back. 

Adora/Catra turns to her. 

ZOOM IN ON ADORA/CATRA’S FACE 

ADORA/CATRA
In case you haven’t noticed, 
princess, I’m trying to be a hero 
for once. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA

CATRA/ADORA
Stop, you don’t know what you’re 
doing. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA

She smirks. 
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ADORA/CATRA
Wait until Lord Hordak gets a load 
of this. 

FULL BODY ON ADORA/CATRA

She holds the sword up. 

ADORA/CATRA (CONT’D)
For the honor of Greyskull. 

ANGLE ON CATRA/ADORA 

Catra/Adora runs to tackle her. 

WIDE ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA

Catra/Adora reaches Adora/Catra as a bright light flashes and 
blinds them. Catra/Adora screams. 

CATRA/ADORA
No. 

CUT TO:

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - LAB - DAY

ANGLE ON GLIMMER/BOW AND BOW/GLIMMER 

Glimmer/Bow and Bow/Glimmer hear Catra/Adora’s scream and run 
to the lab door. 

ANGLE ON BOW/GLIMMER 

Bow/Glimmer gasps. 

BOW/GLIMMER
That sounds like Catra, I mean, 
Adora. 

CUT TO 

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - HALLWAY

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA 

They lay on the hallway floor with the sword next to them. 

WIDE ANGLE ON HALLWAY

PAN FROM WHERE ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA ARE TO LAB DOOR 
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ZOOM IN ON LAB DOOR

The door opens and Glimmer/Bow and Bow/Glimmer run in.

ANGLE ON BOW/GLIMMER AND GLIMMER/BOW 

Bow/Glimmer points. 

BOW/GLIMMER
Over there. 

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - HALLWAY - DAY 

Glimmer/Bow and Bow/Glimmer pick up and carry both 
Catra/Adora and Adora/Catra and the sword back to the lab. 

CUT TO LAB

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - LAB - DAY

PAN TO SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA NEXT TO A TABLE

Scorpia/Entrapta smiles. 

WIDE ANGLE ON LAB FEATURE ADORA/CATRA, CATRA/ADORA, 
BOW/GLIMMER, AND GLIMMER/BOW 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow rush into the room with 
Adora/Catra and Catra/Adora and place them on some chairs. 

Bow/Glimmer puts the sword next to Adora/Catra. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA
I’ve got it. 

She runs over to the control panel and pushes some buttons. 

WIDE ANGLE ON LAB 

Scorpia/Entrapta returns to the table. 

Entrapta/Scorpia follows her. 

Bow/Glimmer and Glimmer/Bow also walk over from the chairs 
where Adora/Catra and Catra/Adora are passed out. 

ANGLE TO WAIST OF SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA

SCORPIA/ENTRAPTA (CONT’D)
It’s this one. 

She presses the button on the tech that lies on the table.

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS

There is a flash of light
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Glimmer, Bow, Entrapta, and Scorpia fly back again and land 
on the floor with a THUD. 

They sit up one by one. 

Glimmer/Scorpia rubs her head. 

Adora/Catra and Catra/Adora still sleep in the background. 

ANGLE ON BOW/ENTRAPTA 

He stares at his hands and wiggles his fingers. 

BOW/ENTRAPTA
Oh, I got hands again. Yes. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/GLIMMER

Scorpia/Glimmer glares at her. 

SCORPIA/GLIMMER 
That was the wrong button. You just 
had us switch bodies again. 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA/BOW 

Entrapta/Bow’s hair goes wild and covers the table. 

ENTRAPTA/BOW 
I see what you mean about the hair. 
Help me out here, Glimmer. 

Bow/Entrapta paces around the lab as Entrapta/Bow grabs the 
hair from off the table. 

ANGLE ON BOW/ENTRAPTA 

BOW/ENTRAPTA
I must’ve hit the wrong button with 
those big claws. Now that I have 
hands, I can fix it. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA/GLIMMER AND GLIMMER/SCORPIA

Scorpia/Glimmer tries to teleport. 

SCORPIA/GLIMMER
Oh come on. I still can’t teleport? 

Glimmer/Scorpia blinks hard and teleports. She disappears in 
a flash of glitter from next to the table and reappears on 
top of the robots.
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GLIMMER/SCORPIA
This is actually really fun. 

Glimmer/Scorpia blinks hard again as glitter flashes and she 
disappears from the robots. She appears back at the table and 
grins. 

Scorpia/Glimmer glares at her. 

SCORPIA/GLIMMER
Cut that out. 

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - LAB - LATER 

WIDE ANGLE ON LAB 

Adora/Catra and Catra/Adora are asleep on the chairs. 

Entrapta/Bow has her hair wrapped around her neck, waist, and 
arms. Glimmer/Scorpia and Scorpia/Glimmer play cards at the 
table. 

Bow/Entrapta works to fix the experiment. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA

Adora/Catra and Catra/Adora wake up.

CATRA/ADORA
I told you not to touch my sword. 

Adora/Catra crosses her arms. 

ADORA/CATRA
I was only trying to actually do 
something good before you 
interrupted me. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA, CATRA/ADORA, AND SCORPIA/GLIMMER

Scorpia/Glimmer puts her cards down and stands.

She walks between them and puts her arms out. 

SCORPIA/GLIMMER
Enough, you two. You literally just 
woke up. 

CLOSE UP ON ADORA/CATRA

ADORA/CATRA
Wait, you sound different. What 
happened? 
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Bow/Entrapta laughs. 

ZOOM IN ON BOW/ENTRAPTA

BOW/ENTRAPTA
I might have messed up and pressed 
the wrong button, because of 
Scorpia’s claws

CLOSE UP ON SCORPIA’S CLAWS

BOW/ENTRAPTA (V.O.)
But, come over to the table. I 
think I’ve got it this time. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Bow/Entrapta stands at the table next to the First One’s 
Tech.

Glimmer/Scorpia puts her cards down. 

SCORPIA/GLIMMER
I hope it actually works. 

Glimmer/Scorpia nods. Catra/Adora and Adora/Catra move to the 
table. 

ANGLE ON ADORA/CATRA AND CATRA/ADORA

CATRA/ADORA
Yeah, I can’t wait to get my body 
back.

Adora/Catra shakes her head. 

ADORA/CATRA
Whatever. 

CLOSE UP ON BOW/ENTRAPTA

BOW/ENTRAPTA
Now that I have hands, I can press 
the correct code. No offense, 
Scorpia. 

WIDE SHOT OF TEAMS

Bow/Entrapta picks up a piece of paper with a code. 

Glimmer/Scorpia stands. 

Scorpia/Glimmer crosses her arms. 
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Adora/Catra, Catra/Adora, and Entrapta/Bow surround the 
table. 

ZOOM IN ON BOW/ENTRAPTA’S FINGER 

Bow/Entrapta presses the button. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

There’s a flash of light. They get tossed aside again.   

They land on the floor with a THUD. 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER

Glimmer wakes up and teleports with a blast of glitter. She 
disappears from the lab floor and reappears on the robots.  

There is another blast of glitter when she disappears from 
the robots and reappears next to Bow. 

GLIMMER
I can teleport again. Yes.

She smiles. 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA

Entrapta’s hair picks up her recorder. She presses play and 
jumps up and down. 

ENTRAPTA
It worked. This experiment is a 
success. 

ANGLE ON ADORA AND CATRA

Adora glares at Catra and checks for the sword. 

ADORA
At least you didn’t steal it. 

Catra rolls her eyes. 

CATRA
It was fun being in your body. 

Adora sighs and shakes her head. 

ANGLE ON SCORPIA 

Scorpia sees the First One’s Tech and picks it up.
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SCORPIA
I’ve got it, Catra. We did--

TEAMS’ POV:

Everyone looks at Scorpia. 

ZOOM IN ON FIRST ONE’S TECH IN SCORPIA’S CLAWS

The disk shatters in Scorpia’s claws. 

SCORPIA  (V.O.) (CONT’D) 
Oops. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS

Entrapta and Bow try to grab the pieces of the disk in a 
hurry. 

Glimmer groans. 

Scorpia holds the broken tech pieces. 

Adora gasps. 

ADORA
Oh no. 

Catra groans. 

CATRA
You idiot, now what? 

ZOOM IN ON BOW

Bow picks up the pieces. 

BOW 
I can fix it if you want. 

ANGLE ON BOW AND ENTRAPTA 

He looks at the broken pieces with Entrapta and shakes his 
head. 

BOW (CONT’D)
Sorry, guys, but I don’t think we 
can fix this. 

Entrapta shrugs. 
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ENTRAPTA
At least we’re back to normal now. 
We don’t need to fix it now. 
Experiment complete. 

WIDE ANGLE ON TEAMS 

Everyone gets back with their respective groups. Catra pulls 
Scorpia aside. Bow and Glimmer step towards Adora. 

Entrapta stares at the tech.

FULL BODY ZOOM ON CATRA AND SCORPIA

CATRA
Whatever. We’re leaving, Scorpia. 

They turn to leave and walk towards the door. 

ANGLE ON ADORA, GLIMMER, AND BOW

ADORA
No. We’re leaving. Come on, Bow, 
Glimmer. 

ZOOM IN ON GLIMMER 

Glimmer holds out her hand. 

GLIMMER
Want to come with us, Entrapta? 
You’re a princess after all. 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA

Entrapta stares at her hand and smiles. 

ENTRAPTA
Thanks, but I’m home and I need to 
document my experiment. Tell the 
others I said hi. 

ANGLE ON ADORA, GLIMMER, AND BOW 

Glimmer nods. 

Adora, Glimmer, and Bow walk out. 

EXT. ROAD TO ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - DAY

WIDE ANGLE ON TRIO

Glimmer, Bow, and Adora walk from left to right. 
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ZOOM IN ON GLIMMER 

GLIMMER
Too bad Entrapta didn’t come back 
with us. 

ANGLE ON GLIMMER AND BOW

Bow puts his hand on her shoulder. 

BOW
At least she’s happy. She’s home 
and documenting what happened. She 
won’t be in any trouble. 

ANGLE ON ADORA

Adora looks at the sword and puts it away. 

ADORA
I have to admit, that whole ordeal 
was weird and I didn’t like being 
in Catra’s body.

ANGLE ON TRIO

They laugh.

ANGLE ON ADORA.

She shakes her head. 

ADORA (CONT’D)
I wonder if that was what Light 
Hope was talking about.

ANGLE ON GLIMMER AND ADORA 

Glimmer shrugs. 

GLIMMER
You were in someone else’s shoes. I 
guess we all were. 

ANGLE ON TRIO

Bow grins. 

BOW
I told you so, guys. It’s a 
different perspective.

ANGLE ON ADORA
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ADORA
As if Catra would make me a better 
She Ra...

ANGLE ON ADORA AND GLIMMER

Adora and Glimmer laugh. 

ANGLE ON BOW 

Bow shrugs. 

BOW
I think you’re still 
misunderstanding what Light Hope 
meant. 

CUT TO

INT. ENTRAPTA'S CASTLE - LAB - DAY

WIDE ANGLE ON LAB

Entrapta picks up the pieces of the disk of the First One’s 
Tech with her hair and looks at it.

Catra and Scorpia come out of the shadows as Catra smirks. 

ZOOM IN ON CATRA 

CATRA
Can you fix it? 

ANGLE ON ENTRAPTA 

Entrapta shrugs. 

ENTRAPTA
Probably. 

She puts the tech under a magnifying glass on the table and 
grabs tweezers with her hair. 

ZOOM OUT ON SCORPIA AND CATRA

Catra and Scorpia watch as Catra smiles. 

FADE OUT 
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